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Section I

GENERAL
Paragraph

Purpose and scope-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
References------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2

1. Purpose and scope.—These regulations are intended for the 
using branches. They give all necessary information regarding the 
construction, functioning, and identification of the different classes 
of 155-mm. howitzer ammunition and the components thereof.

2. References.-—a. Before attempting to handle ammunition of 
any type, personnel should be thoroughly familiar with TR 1370-A.

d. Proper nomenclature for ammunition described herein is given 
in Standard Nomenclature List (S. N. L.) No. C 3, “ 155-mm. How
itzer and Carriage, Model 1918, parts and accessories.” This nomen
clature is mandatory and will be used in all requisitions.

c. The following firing tables are based upon the use of the ammu
nition herein described:

Projectile I Firing table No.

Mk. 1 high-explosive shell (narrow band)___________________
Mk. I high-explosive shell (broad band)____________________
Mk. IV high-explosive shell________________________________

155 DI
969 A 

WD-825
Mk. II chemical shell______________________________________
Mk. I shrapnel____________________________________________ 155 A2

20874°—27-----1
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d. TR 1305-155A describes the operation, care, and maintenance 
of the howitzers and carriages for which this ammunition was 
designed.

Section II

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Paragraph

General remarks________________________________ .______________________  $
Types of ammunition__________________________________________________
Identification of components___________________________________________  5

3. General remarks.—The 155-mm. howitzers, M1917 and M1918, 
both take the same types of ammunition. The ammunition is known 
as separate loading ammunition due to the fact that the loading of 
the howitzer is accomplished in three separate operations: First,, 
inserting the projectile in the howitzer; second, inserting the pro
pelling charge; and third, inserting the primer in the breech mecha
nism of the howitzer.

4. Types of ammunition.—a. Characteristics.—Three general 
types of ammunition are provided, as follows: High-explosive shell 
ammunition, chemical shell ammunition, and shrapnel ammunition. 
No more shrapnel will be manufactured for these howitzers after the 
present stocks are exhausted. A subcaliber gun is provided for these 
howitzers, the ammunition for which is described in TR 1370-C. 
Drill projectiles and drill cartridges are also provided, this am
munition being described in TR 1370-D.

Z>. Projectiles.— (1) High-explosive shell are issued unfuzed, an 
eyebolt lifting plug or an adapter plug being shipped assembled in 
the fuze seat. This type of shell is also issued unboxed, and the ro
tating band is protected by a rope grommet. To prepare the high- 
explosive shell for firing, it is necessary to remove the rope grommet, 
and the plug in the nose of the shell, and then insert a fuze.

(2 ) Chemical shell are issued unfuzed, an adapter plug being 
shipped assembled in the fuze seat. Chemical shell are shipped in 
wooden boxes, two shell per box. To prepare the chemical shell for 
firing, it is necessary to remove the adapter plug in the nose of the 
shell and insert a fuze in its place.

(3 ) Shrapnel are shipped completely fuzed, and packed in wooden 
boxes, two shrapnel per box. To prepare the shrapnel for firing, it 
is necessary to remove the waterproof cover from the fuze, remove 
the safety wire, and give the fuze the desired time setting.

c. Propelling charges.—Propelling charges are shipped complete 
with the necessary igniting charge in waterproof containers, known 
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as “ cartridge storage cases.” two complete charges usually being 
packed in each cartridge storage case.

d. Primers.—Primers for the propelling charges are packed in 
waterproof cans, containing 50 primers to the can. These cans in 
turn are packed in wooden packing boxes which contain 48 cans.

e. Pound of ammunition.—(1) A complete round of the various 
types of ammunition is made up of the following components:

Component High-explosive ammunition Chemical ammunition Shrapnel ammunition

Projectile__________ I Mk. I or IV...........................
Adapter and booster..; Mk. Ill-A....................... .
Fuze_____________ ; P. D. Mk. Ill or IV______
Bursting charge......... j TNT or amatol.....................
Filling______ _____ i................................................

Mk. II______
Mk. VI-B_...
P. D. Mk. III.
TNT booster charge__
Gas or smoke............ .

Mk. I.
None.
45-second combination.
Black powder.
Lead balls and resin.

Propelling charge: Nitrocellulose smokeless powder. 
Primer: 21-grain percussion, Mk. II-A.

155% HOW. H.E. SHELL MKI
ROUND COMPLETE REQUIRES :
l-SHELL MKI LOADED (SHIPPED SEPARATE) 
l-ADAPTER & BOOSTER MK IDA (ASSEM. IN SHELL) 
l-PROPELLING CHARGE (IN CART. STORAGE CASE) 
l-PRIMER 2! GRAIN MKHA(50 IN TIN CAN) 
i-p. d. fuze mk m or Cracked so in a box) 
l-P.D.FUZE MKIZ (PACKED 100 IN A BOX)

HANDBOOK: TR I355-I55A

Fig. 1.—Complete round label, 155-mm. howitzer high-explosive shell, Mk. I

(2) It will be noted that a complete round of ammunition may be 
received in four distinct shipments, as follows:

(a) Projectile.
(Z>) Fuze.
(<?) Propelling charge.
(c?) Primer.

(3) In order that the using branches be informed of what consti
tutes a round of ammunition in instances such as this, where a round 
may be received in different shipments. complete round labels” 
were adopted in 1924. In this system, a complete round label is 
attached to the projectile, by being wired to the rope grommet, eye
bolt lifting plug or other convenient place, the label being printed 
with full information as to what other components are required to 
complete the round. A typical complete round label is shown in 
Figure 1.

3
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(3) Rotating bands must be made of a comparatively soft metal 
that will flow readily and fill the rifling grooves in the howitzer 
barrel. The material must be sufficiently soft to prevent excessive 
wear of the lands in the howitzer barrel and at the same time, not 
so soft as to strip under the resistance met in rotating the projectile. 
The rotating band material should have a high melting point. Cop
per is probably the best available material and is used for all rotating 
bands. Figure 3 shows a cross section of the rotating band of 
155-mm. howitzer projectiles. Care should be exercised to avoid 
rough handling of the projectile so as not to deform the rotating 
band. Such handling may result in deformation to such an extent 
that the projectile can not be loaded in the howitzer.

c. Painting and 'marking.—(1) All projectiles are painted, both 
as a means of ready identification and as a rust preventive.

(<z) Projectiles containing high explosive (TNT, amatol, etc.) 
such as the Mks. I and IV shell are painted yellow.

(Z>) Projectiles containing chemicals (gas or smoke) such as 
the Mk. II shell are painted blue-gray.

(e) Projectiles containing low explosive (black powder) such 
as the Mk. I shrapnel are painted red.

(2) Projectiles are also stenciled to show the caliber, type of can
non used in, ammunition lot number, kind of filling, etc.

8. Common steel or high-explosive shell, Mk. I.—a. Descrip
tion.—(1) The design of this shell is an adaptation of the French 
design and represents a modern streamline projectile. Figure 4 
shows this shell in detail. The extreme front end of the ogive is 
rather blunt; however, the radius of the ogive itself is nearly 11 cali
bers. By caliber is meant the diameter of the bore of the howitzer.

Fig. 4.—high-explosive shell, ilk. I
1. Base cover.
2. Rotating hand.

3. Shell.
4. Bursting charge (TNT or amatol).

5. Booster.
6. Adapter.

A radius of ogive of 11 calibers is, therefore, a radius of 11 times 155 
millimeters or 1,705 millimeters. This shell has a boat-tail base, 
tapered off at an angle of 8°. This combination of sharp nose and 
a tapered base adds to the efficiency in flight.

6
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(2) This shell has one rotating band, which is a distinguishing 
feature in comparison with the 155-mm. gun shell, which has two 
rotating bands. The 155-mm. gun shell with two rotating bands 
must never be fired in the 155-mm. howitzer, since this results in a 
different seating of the projectile in the howitzer, thus reducing the 
chamber space for the propelling charge, which would create dan
gerous powder pressures. There are two sizes of rotating bands on 
the Mk. I shell now in service, one approximately 0.59 inch wide and 
one approximately 1.2 inches wide. The wider rotating band is a 
type that was adopted in an unsuccessful attempt to make the pro
jectiles interchangeable in both the 155-mm. gun and howitzer. The 
narrow rotating band, approximately 0.59 inch wide, is the stand
ard rotating band for future manufacture and, although the use of 
either the wide or narrow rotating band is authorized, better 
accuracy will be obtained with the narrow-band shell.

(3) The explosive charge is about 15.2 pounds of TNT. Some 
shell are loaded with 50-50 and 80-20 amatol. 80-20 amatol-loaded 
shell which contain a smoke composition have been withdrawn from 
service since they have been found to be the cause of prematures. 
Shell containing 80-20 amatol with the smoke composition may be 
distinguished from those containing 80-20 amatol without the smoke 
composition by a green band which is painted around the shell just 
beneath the stenciling, to denote the presence of smoke composition. 
No 80-20 amatol-loaded shell containing smoke composition should 
be fired and should any be discovered in storage, they should be 
reported to the proper authority for disposition.

(4) The Mk. I high-explosive shell is marked for identification 
as shown in Figure 5.

b. 'Weights.—The weights of unfuzed, loaded Mk. I shell, assem
bled with the adapter and booster, vary from approximately 91 
pounds 3 ounces to approximately 96 pounds 12 ounces and obviously 
this variation in weight will result in considerable variation in 
range. In order that these variations in weight may be conveniently 
noted by the service, the shell are divided into five weight zones. 
Each particular lot number of ammunition contains only shell of 
one weight zone and more uniform ballistic results should be ob
tained by firing groups containing shell of the same weight zone. 
These weight marks are made with a prick punch and are in the 
center of %-inch squares that are stenciled in black on the pro
jectile. The mean or normal weight, in pounds, which is stenciled 
directly below the weight marks, is the mean weight of that par
ticular weight zone. Some shell may be found in service, with this

7
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Fig. 5.—Marking for 155-mm. how
itzer high-explosive shell

1. Adapter may or may not be 
painted. (For stamping on 
adapter, see fig. 11.)

2. Weight zone marks (00, 000> 
□□□□, 00000, 000000).

3. Caliber and type of cannon 
(H — howitzer).

4. Filler—Initials indicate kind of 
explosive. May be as shown 
or AM 50-50 or AM 80-20 
(for amatol-loaded shell).

5. Lot number of filled shell.
6. Mark number of shell.
7. Caliber and type of cannon, 

mark number of shell, lot 
number of unfilled shell, ini
tials or symbol of machining 
plant, and inspection marks 
(stamped on shell,, under 
paint).

8. Mean or normal weight of shell 
(unfuzed) in pounds.

Note.—All stenciling is with, 
black paint. 

8
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mean or normal weight expressed in kilograms. The weight zones 
and the identification marks which are placed on the shell to indi- 
'Cate the particular weight zone are as follows:

From— To— Normal 
weight Mark

Pounds Ounces Pounds Ounces Pounds
91 3 92 5 91.75 □ □
92 5 93 6 92.85 □ □ □
93 6 94 8 93. 95 a □ □ □
94 8 95 10 95. 05 □ □ □ □ □
95 10 96 12 96.20 □□□□□□

9. Common steel or high-explosive shell, Mk. IV.—a. 
Description.—The Mk. IV high-explosive shell, Figure 6, is a direct 
copy of a French design of shell and represents an older type of 
shell in use before the Mk. I shell, with a longer range, was devel
oped. It has a rather blunt ogive and a straight or cylindrical 
base. The walls of this shell are extremely thin and the capacity 
for explosive is large, being about 19.8 pounds of TNT. Only the 
narrow rotating band, approximately 0.59 inch wide, will be found 
on these shell. No more Mk. IV shell will be manufactured. This 
shell is marked for identification as shown in Figure 5.

5. Weights.—The Aik. IV shell are divided into five weight zones 
in the same manner as described for the Mk. I high-explosive shell. 
The weight zones and the identification marks are placed on the 
shell to indicate the particular weight zone. (See par. 8 5.)

10. Chemical shell, Mk. U.—a. Description.—(1) This type of 
shell differs from the high-explosive shell, Mk. I, only in regard 
to the threads in the nose for the adapter and booster and in that 
it does not contain a base cover. In the Mk. II chemical shell, 
these threads are tapered or pipe threads. When the adapter and 
booster is tightly screwed into place, a gas tight joint is formed. 
This shell is known as a “ chemical shell ” because of the nature 
of the filler. The filler may be a lachrymatory gas or a smoke 
compound. When the shell bursts, the chemical filler produces a 
gas or a smoke cloud in contradistinction to the effect of the high- 
explosive shell which depends upon the blast of explosion and the 
fragmentation of the shell body.

(2) Two sizes of rotating bands may be found on the Mk. II 
chemical shell as mentioned in paragraph 8a (2) for the Mk. I 
high-explosive shell.

5. Identification.—(1) All Mk. II chemical shell are painted blue
gray. A change in the marking of chemical ammunition was made 
during 1925 and since it is not contemplated re-marking the chemical

20874°—27------2 9
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Fig. 6.—155-mm. high-explosive shell, Mk. IV
1. Base cover.
2. Rotating band.
3. Bursting charge (TNT or amatol).
4. Booster.
5. Adapter.
6. Fuze (to be inserted at battery). 

10
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shell now in service marked in accordance with the old system, and 
as chemical shell marked in accordance with both systems will be 
encountered in service for some time to come, both systems will be*  
described in these regulations. The old marking system consisted of 
using a series of different colored bands painted around the shell 
to designate both the specific type of chemical filler and also its 
effect, whereas in the new marking system, for chemical shell con
taining gas, the bands painted around the shell are green in color and 
the number of bands indicates the degree of persistency of the filler, 
the specific type of chemical filler being designated by lettered sym
bols stenciled on the shell.

(2) The old marking system is shown in Figure 7. The symbol 
of the chemical filler, corresponding to the bands on the shell, and 
the stencil markings on the shell to show the type of chemical filler 
are as follows:

Symbol of shell 
filler

Color of bands

First band j Second band

Stencil 
marking

WP.....................
FM__________

Yellow____  None....... .
Yellow____ ' Yellow____

Smoke.
Smoke.

(3) The new marking system is shown in Figure 8. In this sys
tem, for the purpose of marking, all fillers are divided into two 
classes, nonpersistent and persistent. Nonpersist ent fillers are indi
cated by one green band and persistent fillers by vwo green bands 
as follows:

Persistent filler Nonpersistent filler

Symbol of shell filler
Number 
of green 
bands

Stencil marking Symbol of shell filler
Number; 
of green ' 
bands [

CN___________ ____- 2 CN Gas. ‘1

•Stencil marking

’" Additional information relative to chemical ammunition will be 
published in supplementary regulations.

(4) All screening smoke fillers are indicated by one yellow band 
and the symbol of the smoke filler, followed by the word “smoke,” 
is stenciled on the shell.

c. General remarks.—It is difficult to define persistency as applied 
to the various chemical fillers, since the length of time during which 
a cloud persists varies greatly for the different fillers and even for

11
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Fig. 7.—Marking for 155-mm. howitzer chemical shell. (Old system.)
1. Adapter end booster may or may not be 

painted. (For stamping on adapter 
and booster, see fig. 12.)

2. Weight zone marks (BB, SBB, SEES, 
BEEBE, BBEBBE).

3. Mean or normal weight of shell (un
fuzed) in pounds.

4. Caliber and type of cannon (H = 
howitzer).

5. Lot number of filled shell.
(J. Mark number of shell.

Noth.—All stenciling except 7 is with black paint.

7. Colored bands to designate type of 
chemical filler. These bands are 0.5 
inch. wide and 0.5 inch apart. The 
second band is located over the center 
of gravity of the shell.

8. Caliber raid type of cannon, mark num
ber of shell, lot number of unfilled 
shell, initials or symbol of machining 
plant, and inspection marks. (Stamped 
on shell, under paint.)

9. Type of chemical filler.

12
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1. Adapter and booster may or may not be 
painted. (For stamping on adapter 
and booster, see fig. 12.)

2. Weight zone marks (BE, EBB, EESS, 
SESSS, BBBBSB).

3. Mean or normal weight of shell (un
fuzed) in pounds.

4. Caliber and type of cannon. (H= 
howitzer.)

5. Lot number of filled shell.
6. Mark number of shell.
7. One green band denotes nonpersistent 

gas; two green bands denote persist
ent gas; one yellow band denotes 
smoke (phosphorus).

8. Caliber and type of cannon, mark num
ber of shell, lot number of unfilled 
shell, initials or symbol of machining 
plant and inspection marks. (Stamped 
on shell, under paint.)

9. Symbol of chemical filler and type of 
chemical shell.

Note.—All stenciling in same color as bands, 7. 
Fig. g.—Marking for 155-mm. howitzer chemical shell. (New system.)

13
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the same filler under different conditions. Therefore, chemical 
shell must be used only with a full understanding of the characteris
tics of the particular filler and after careful consideration of the 
effect of existing conditions. Two green bands are a general indi
cation that the cloud will persist for a considerable length of time 
after being released. One green band is a general indication that 
the cloud will be quickly dissipated.

d. Weights.—The filled and unfuzed Mk. II chemical shell are 
divided into five weight zones in the same manner as described for 
the Mk. I high-explosive shell. The weight zones and the identifi
cation marks are placed on the shell to indicate the particular weight 
zone. (See par. 86.)

11. Shrapnel, Mk. I.—a. General remarks.—Shrapnel for the 
155-mm. howitzers is obsolete for future manufacture. Its use is 
authorized for the present time while the stock on hand lasts. This 
is the only projectile that may be fired interchangeably in either 
the 155-mm. gun or 155-mm. howitzer. It is fitted with a rotating 
band approximately 1.25 inches wide. The Mk. I shrapnel is issued 
with the 45-second combination fuze, M1907M assembled in place, the 
fuze being set at safe. Great care should be taken to keep the 
shrapnel in a dry condition.

b. Description.—The Mk. I shrapnel is shown in Figure 9. The 
base or bursting charge consists of about 1.21 pounds of black pow
der which is placed in the base of the projectile. A steel diaphragm 
acts as a cover for the base charge and supports the balls and matrix. 
The shrapnel also carries a central tube which conducts the flame 
from the fuze to the base charge. The shrapnel filling is composed 
of about 800 lead balls, approximately 0.6 inch in diameter, aver
aging 23 to the pound, the total weight of balls being about 34 
pounds. The balls are held in a matrix of melted resin, poured into 
the shrapnel case during the loading of the balls. A steel head 
closes the shrapnel case and forms an adapter for the 45-second com
bination fuze. The inside of the head is filled with molten resin.

c. Action.—In action, the shrapnel is really a complete gun in 
itself. When the time fuze has burned its predetermined time, the 
magazine charge flashes through the central tube of the shrapnel and 
ignites the black-powder base charge. The explosion of the base 
charge does not rupture the case, but ejects the diaphragm, balls, 
head, etc., from the case with a velocity of about 350 feet per second, 
this velocity being in addition to that of the shrapnel at the time of 
burst. The balls are projected forward in the form of a cone, due 
to rotational velocity. The angle of this cone depends on the rela-

14
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tion of the angular velocity of the outermost balls in the case and 
their linear velocity.

d. Identification.—Shrapnel are painted red to indicate that the 
filler charge is a low explosive. They are also stenciled for identifica
tion as shown in Figure 10. Some shrapnel may be found stenciled 
“ 155 G ” or “ 155 H.” These are identical with those properly sten
ciled “ 155 GH ” and are suitable for use in either the 155-mm. gun 
or the 155-mm. howitzer.

e. Weight.—Weight markings are not placed on shrapnel, as there 
is seldom a variance of more than 1 per cent from the normal weight 
fuzed of 95 pounds. The weight is adjusted in manufacture by as
sembling more or fewer balls than prescribed, as may be necessary.

Section IV

ADAPTERS AND BOOSTERS
Paragraph

Function________________________________________________________________ 12
Adapter and booster Mk. III-A_________________________________________ - 13
Adapter and booster, Mk. VI-B__________________________________________ 14

12. Function.—Adapters and boosters are used in all shell, both 
high explosive and chemical, that are fired in 155-mm. howitzers. 
The adapter is a bushing that fits into the nose of the shell, thus 
adapting the shell to fit the fuze. Attached to the adapter is a 
booster casing, containing high explosive, which acts as a booster 
charge for the fuze, since the detonator of the fuze is not powerful 
enough to dependably detonate the charge in the high-explosive shell. 
In the' chemical shell, the function of the booster is to break up the 
shell and disperse the chemical filler. These two assembled com
ponents are known as the “adapter and booster.” The Mk. III-A 
and the Mk. VI-B adapters and boosters are used in 155-mm. howit
zer high-explosive shell and chemical shell, respectively. The 
adapter and booster is issued assembled to the shell.

13. Adapter and booster, Mk. HI—A.—The adapter and 
booster, Mk. HI-A, is used in 155-mm. high-explosive shell, Mks. I 
and IV. Figure 11 shows this adapter and booster, and gives the 
names of the principal parts, together with the stamping identifica
tions. A fuze socket protects the booster charge from moisture. As 
fuzes are never assembled in the shell until just prior to firing, a 
lifting plug is supplied, which acts as a protection against the en
trance of foreign Substances, prevents injury to the fuze seat threads 
in the adapter and facilitates handling of the shell. The lifting 
plug is made of steel and a ring or eye is formed on one end, through

16
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Fig. 10.—Marking for 
155-mm. shrapnel (gun 
and howitzer)

1. Caliber of cannon.
2. Type of cannon (G = 

gun; H=howitzer; 
GH signifies suita
bility for use in 
either gun or how
itzer) .

3. Fuze and waterproof 
cover are stamped 
with model of fuze, 
lot number, initials 
or symbol of manu
facturer, and month 
and year of loading.

4. Caliber and type of 
cannon, mark num
ber of shrapnel, lot 
number of unfilled 
shrapnel, initials or 
symbol of machin
ing plant, and in
spection marks. 
(Stamped on shrap
nel, under paint)

20874°—27- 17
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which a hook or bar may be passed in handling the shell. Some 
shell will be received in which a die cast white metal plug or a felt 
adapter plug is used instead of the eyebolt lifting plug. The 
booster charge consists of approximately 1 ounce of tetryl. Some 
boosters are loaded with half tetryl and half TNT, the tetryl being 
placed around the fuze socket.

14. Adapter and booster, Mk. VI—B.—The adapter and booster, 
Mk. VI-B is used ,in 155-mm. chemical shell, Mk. II. Figure 12 
shows this adapter and booster, and gives the names of the principal 
parts, together with the stamping identifications. This component 
differs from that which is used in the high-explosive shell in that the

1. Adapter plug.
2. Adapter.
3. Felt washer.
4. Booster casing.

Fig. 11.—Adapter and booster, Mk. III-A
5. Felt washer.
6. Fuze socket.
7. Booster charge (tetryl).

adapter and booster are made in one piece and the threads, by which 
it is assembled to the shell, are tapered or pipe threads, instead of 
being straight, this type of thread and the one piece construction 
being necessary to make a gas-tight assembly. The joint made by the 
tapered threads is the only place where the gas can escape from the 
shell due to defective assembly. Due to the facts, first, that quite 
a large booster charge is required to break up the chemical shell; 
and second, that the fuze alone would not dependably detonate this 
large booster charge, an auxiliary booster was found necessary. The 
auxiliary booster is exactly the same as the booster used in the Mk. 
III-A adapter and booster, the charge being approximately 1 ounce 
of tetryl. The charge of the main booster is approximately 9 ounces 
of TNT.

18
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Section V

FUZES
Types_____________________________________
Point detonating fuze, Mk. Ill______________
Point detonating fuze, Mk. IV______________
45-second combination fuze, M1907M_______

Paragraph
15
16
17
18

15. Types.—a. A fuze is a device inserted in a projectile and used 
to detonate or explode the bursting charge at the time and under the 
circumstances desired. The following types of fuzes are authorized 
for use with 155-mm. howitzer projectiles:

(1) Point detonating fuze, Mk. Ill or III-A (fig. 13).
(2) Point detonating fuze, Mk. IV (fig. 14).
(3) 45-second combination fuze, M1907AI (fig. 15).

b. General instructions prescribing the percentage of the several 
types of authorized fuzes to be issued with each type of projectile can 
not be given. The allowances depend on the availability of supply 
and since stocks of all types may not always be available, the use of 
certain other types of fuzes than those authorized is permitted. 
The permissible fuzes for 155-mm. howitzer high-explosive and 
chemical shell are as follows:

Permissible fuzes

Projectile
Mk. in 
or III-A Mk. IV Mk. IV- 

star Mk. V.

Mk. I high-explosive shell ___________________________ __ Yes___ Yes........ ♦ No
Mk. IV high-explosive shell ________ _______________ -__ __ Yes........ Yes........ ♦ No
Mk. II chemical shell..........-...................-............................ -------- Yes........ * ♦ No

“ Yes ” indicates that this fuze is prescribed for the projectile in question.
“ No ” indicates that this fuze is either unsafe for use or that it will not function in 

this howitzer.
“ * ” indicates that this fuze is not prescribed, but that there is no reason against 

its use from the standpoint of safety or certainty of functioning.
# Mk. Ill or III-A fuzes fitted with a centrifugal interrupter can not be used in. 

155-mm. high-explosive sheU.

16. Point detonating fuze, Mk. UI.—a. Description—(1) The 
point detonating fuze, Aik. Ill (P. D. F. Mk. Ill), is a superquick 
fuze; it is used when it is desired to secure a quick burst above 
ground with the least possible penetration of the projectile. It is 
authorized for use in the Aiks. I and IV high-explosive shell and 
the Mk. II chemical shell. The design of this fuze is practically 
the same as that of the French 24/31 I. A. L. M1916 (Instante 
Allonge Lefevre or the instantaneous elongated fuze of the Lefevre 
design). Figure 13 shows this fuze, together with the names of the
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Fig. 13.—Point detonating 
fuze, Mk. HI

1. Half ring or split ring.
2. Spiral.
3. Supporting washer.
4. Brass ribbon.
5. Safety pin.
6. Firing pin.
7. Primer.
8. Upper detonator.
9. Fuze body.

10. Central channel.
11. Centrifugal plunger or 

interrupter.
12. Detonator socket.
13. Felt washer.
14. Lower detonator.
15. Tape.
16. Waterproof cover. 

16
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principal parts. The Mk. III-A fuze differs from the Mk. Ill only 
in a different arrangement of the upper detonator. These two fuzes 
are very similar in appearance and are fully interchangeable in use. 
. (2) The centrifugal plunger or interrupter (11) is a safety fea
ture incorporated in the American design. Mk. Ill and III-A fuzes 
both, with and without this feature are in service. The interrupter 
interferes with the Mk. III-A adapter in 155-mm. Mks. I and IV 
high-explosive shell so that the fuze can not be screwed home, there
fore, only Mk. Ill and III-A. fuzes without the interrupter can be 
used in these shell. Some adapters have been modified to permit the 
use of the fuzes with the interrupter. Boxes containing fuzes with 
the interrupter are plainly marked “not for use in 155-mm. h. e. 
shell.” This interference does not exist in the case of the Mk. II 
chemical shell, therefore, either type of fuze may be used. The Mk. 
Ill fuze weighs approximately 0.97 pound. Some failures to func
tion may be expected in firing these fuzes in the inner zones of the 
155-mm. howitzer, where the rotation of the projectile is 3,000 revo
lutions per minute or less.

b. Safety device.—The centrifugal plunger or interrupter (11) 
constitutes a partial bore-safety device,  and is operated by centrifu
gal force. It is set at an angle so_that linear acceleration tends to 
oppose the centrifugal force; "While the shell is being accelerated in 
the bore of the howitzer this plunger remains in the safe position 
and prevents any premature action of the upper detonator (8) or 
primer (7) from reaching the lower detonator (14), thus making 
the fuze bore safe to that extent. J After linear acceleration ceases 
centrifugal force moves the plunger (11) outward and opens the 
channel (10) between the two detonators (8) and (14).

1

c. Action upon firing.—The firing pin (6) is held away from the 
primer (7) by means of a spiral (2) and a safety pin (5). The 
spiral (2) is composed of a split ring (1) assembled to a brass 
ribbon (4) having a weighted end. This ribbon (4) will not unwind 
until after the shell is out of the bore of the howitzer. At this time 
centrifugal force, acting upon the weighted end of the ribbon, 
unwinds it, taking the split ring ,(1) with it. The safety pin (5) 
holds the firing pin (6) during flight.

d. Action at target.—Upon impact with the target the safety pin 
(5) bends or breaks, and the firing pin (6) functions the primer (7). 
The primer (7) causes the upper detonator (8) to explode. The 

»A bore-safe fuze is one in which the detonating train is interrupted between the 
detonator and the shell charge until the projectile has cleared the muzzle of the howitzer. 
This prevents premature action of the shell charge in the bore of the howitzer, due to 
malfunctioning of the more sensitive elements of the fuze.
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flame from this explosion passes through the open channel (10) to 
the lower detonator (14), causing it to function. This detonation 
is transmitted to the booster and, in turn, is transmitted to the 
explosive charge of the shell. These explosions follow in such rapid 
succession as to make the bursting of the shell practically simulta
neous with the first impact of the firing-pin head.

e. Shipment,—These fuzes are never assembled in projectiles be
fore shipping, but are packed in waterproof boxes, 50 fuzes to each 
box, and form a separate shipment. The spiral is held in position 
during shipment by means of a piece of tarred tape (15). A lead 
foil cap is fitted over this tape as a waterproof cover and is cemented 
to the fuze with a mixture of tar and rubber or other waterproofing 
compound.

/. General information,—(1) Previous to placing the projectile in 
the howitzer the fuze is screwed tightly into the adapter, using the 
wrench provided. Before placing the projectile in the howitzer the 
tape and waterproof cap are removed from the fuze by pulling on 
the loose end of the tape, which is exposed.

(2) Never screw a fuze into a shell if the tarred tape and lead 
foil cap are not in their proper places.

(3) After the fuze is screwed into the shell and the tape removed 
from the neck of the fuze, examine the spiral (brass ribbon) and 
safety pin to see that they are in their proper places. If the ribbon 
is broken, the fuze can not function, for centrifugal force is not 
sufficient to arm the fuze, unless the weighted end of the ribbon is in 
place. If the spiral is not in place, there is danger of a premature 
explosion in the howitzer. In either case, the fuze will be removed 
and destroyed.

The howitzer personnel should become familiar with the appear
ance of this fuze.

g. Marking.—The point detonating fuze, Mk. Ill, is identified by 
a %-inch blue-gray band painted just below the waterproof cover. 
In addition it has the following stamping on the body:

(1) Initials or symbol of metal parts manufacturer.
(2) P. D. F., Mk. Ill (Mark number of fuze). ‘
(3) Lot number of loaded fuze.
(4) SQ. (superquick).
(5) Initials or symbol of loading plant.
(6) Month and year of loading.
17. Point detonating fuze, Mk. IV.—a. Description.—(1) The 

point detonating fuze, Mk. IV (P. D. F., Mk. IV) is for use in how
itzers only and is used when a slight delay action is desired. It is 
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authorized for use in the Mk. I and Mk. IV high-explosive shell. 
The design was practically copied from the French fuze (24/31, 
M1899—1915). Figure 14 shows this fuze together with the names 
of the principal parts. This fuze weighs approximately 0.35 pound.

(2) This fuze should not be confused with the point detonating 
fuze, Mk. V, which is similar in design and appearance, except that 
the Mk. IV has a flat head. The action of the two fuzes is prac
tically the same, except that the Mk. V is provided with an additional 
arming device known as the “head safety feature.” This double 
arming device is a distinctive feature of the Mk. V fuze. The Mk. V 

NON-DELAY

Fig. j 4.—Point detonating fuze, Mks. IV and IV-star

1. Firing pin.
2. Arming casing.
3. Arming spring.
4. Black-powder pellet.
5. Safety casing.
6. Percussion plunger.

7. Relay powder.
8. Detonator.
9. Percussion primer.

10. Retard spring.
12. Delay pellet

fuze is designed for use in 75-mm. field guns and must not be used 
in 155-mm. howitzers.

(3) The following types of Mk. IV fuzes have been manufactured, 
but the short delay is the only type now on hand or authorized for 
manufacture. The amount of delay is indicated by color markings:

(a) Nondelay (N. D.)—white head.
(5) Short delay (S. D.)—approximately 0.05 second—black 

head.
(c) Long delay (L. D.)—approximately 0.15 second—black 

head and violet detonator socket.
5. Action upon -firing.—In action, the arming casing (2) through 

its inertia or setback,2 at the impulse of the propelling charge, com

* The term “ setback ” is the name given to the reaction to the force required to give 
any part of the projectile a forward movement in the howitzer. The total “ setback ” of
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presses the arming spring (3), the sides of the arming casing dis
engage the prongs of the safety casing (5) from the percussion 
plunger (6), while the prongs of the arming casing (2) engage the 
collar on the sides of the percussion plunger. The arming casing 
(2) is thus held back, exposing the percussion primer (9) and com
pleting the arming of the fuze. The percussion plunger (6) is held 
from creeping forward during flight by the retard spring (10).

c. Action at target.—On impact, the percussion plunger (6) moves 
forward and the primer (9) is exploded by the firing pin (1). The 
flame of this explosion is transmitted to the powder pellet (4) below 
the primer (9), to the delay pellet (12) or to the relay powder (7) 
in the case of the nondelay. The gases from powder pellet (4) are 
necessary to carry ignition to the relay powder (7) after the delay 
pellet (12) has burned. The relay powder (7) supplies hot gases 
which explode the detonator (8) consisting of approximately 30 
grains of mercury fulminate. This detonates the booster which, 
in turn, detonates the shell filler.

d. General information,—It has been found in firings with the Mk. 
IV fuze that a very high percentage of duds was obtained, due to the 
fuze unscrewing from the projectile in flight. This was overcome by 
replacing the felt washer under the detonator socket flange with a soft 
rubber washer. Suitable rubber washers for this purpose have been is
sued and before fuzing 155-mm. high-explosive shell with Mk. IV 
fuzes, the felt washer should be removed and replaced with a rubber 
washer.

e. Shipment.—These fuzes are never assembled in projectiles for 
shipment, but are packed in waterproof boxes, 100 fuzes to each box 
and form a separate shipment. When the shell is ready to be put 
in the gun, the fuze is screwed tightly into the adapter, using the 
wrench provided. It is essential that the rubber washer mentioned 
in d above be under the detonator socket flange to hold the fuze in 
the adapter properly.

/. Marking.—The point detonating fuze, Mk. IV, is identified by 
the following markings:

(1) Stamping—
(a) Initials or symbol of metal parts manufacturer.
(&) P. D. F., Mk. IV (mark of fuze).

a projectile is equivalent (frictional and rotational components neglected) to the total 
pressure exerted by the propelling charge gases on the base of the projectile. In other 
words, the expansion of the gases from the propelling charge creates a pressure in the 
chamber and bore of the howitzer, which results in an acceleration of the projectile. 
The projectile, due to its inertia, resists this acceleration and tends to remain sta
tionary. This resistance to the pressure on the base is “ setback.” Any part not 
rigidly supported in the projectile will be given a relative motion toward the base of the 
projectile by this force, when the projectile is being accelerated in the bore of the 
howitzer.
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(<?) Lot number of loaded fuze.
(d) NON (for Nondelay).

S. D. (for short delay)—0.05 second.
L. D. (for long delay)—0.15 second.

(e) Initials or symbol of loading plant.
(/) Month and year of loading of fuzes.

(2) Marking—
(a) The head of the nondelay fuze is painted white.
(£) The head of the short delay fuze is painted black.
(<?). The head of the long delay fuze is painted black and the 

detonator socket violet.
18. 45-second combination fuze, M1907M.—a. General de

scription^— (1) The 45-second combination fuze is used with shrap
nel. It can be set and reset at any time from 0, for canister effect, 
to 45.2 seconds—the longest time that the fuze will burn after firing. 
It is made of brass and bronze and weighs 2 pounds.

(2) The fuze is always assembled to the shrapnel for shipment. 
It is protected from moisture by a waterproof cover which is re
moved and thrown away when the fuze is set for time of flight. 
Before setting the fuze, it is necessary to remove the safety wire at 
the top of the fuze. This safety wire is incorporated for safety in 
transportation, due to the low arming resistance of the concussion 
plunger.

(3) This fuze does not have a detonating element, as it is de
signed to ignite the base charge of black powder in the shrapnel. 
If the time element of the fuze fails to function, or the setting is too 
long, the percussion element will cause the shrapnel to function upon 
impact, the term 66 combination ” thus being derived from this 
double action feature. Figure 15 shows a view of the fuze with the 
waterproof cover (19) in place and the fuze set for 0 time of burn
ing. It also shows a sectional view of the fuze set at 0, with the 
names of the principal parts.

Z>. Canister action.—(1) When the setting is at 03 for canister 
effect, the action is as follows:

8 This should cause the shrapnel to burst within 50 feet of the muzzle of the howitzer.

When the howitzer is fired, the concussion plunger (2) will slip 
through the resistance ring (3), due to inertia or the setback action in 
the projectile. The concussion primer (4), which is held in the con
cussion plunger, is thus*exploded  by the firing pin (5). The flame 
from this primer (4) passes through a hole in the body and ignites 
the powder pellet (16), which is in the upper time train ring (6). 
The flame from this pellet (16) is transmitted to the ignition pellet 8 
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(17), which is located in the lower or graduated time train ring (8). 
The flame from this pellet ignites the ignition pellet (18) of the 
body (11). The magazine charge (13) is exploded and the flame 
of same passes through the central tube of the shrapnel to the base 
charge.

(2) In the above action, it is readily seen that when the fuze is 
set at 0, the action is merely a transmission of flame from the con
cussion primer (4) to the magazine charge (13) by means of powder 
pellets. The powder train (7), which is responsible for the time 
feature, does not enter into this action.

c. Caution.—Care should be taken in firing shrapnel with the 
fuze set at 0, when using zone 1 propelling charge, since the for-

Fiq. 15.—45-second combination fuze, M1907M

1. Safety wire.
2. Concussion plunger.
3. Resistance ring.
4. Concussion primer.
5. Concussion firing pin.
6. Upper time train ring.
7. Powder train.
8. Lower or graduated time train ring.
9. Percussion primer.

10. Channel.

11. Body.
12. Percussion firing pin.
13. Magazine charge (black powder).
14. Percussion plunger.
15. Vents.
16. Powder pellet.
17. Powder pellet.
18. Powder pellet.
19. Waterproof cover.

ward velocity of the shrapnel is not much greater than the rear
ward velocity of the shrapnel case when the shrapnel explodes and 
the shrapnel case may be thrown back close to the battery.

d. Time action.—When the fuze is set for time, 15 seconds ior 
instance, the action is somewhat different. The lower or graduated 
time train ring (8) is moved counterclockwise until the 15 is in line 
with the lines on the body and the upper time train ring. The 
action of the concussion plunger (2) is the same, and the flame 
reaches the powder pellet (16), as previously described. This 
powder pellet (16) ignites the powder train (7). The powder train 
(7) is machined in both the upper and lower time train rings in the 
shape of a horseshoe; that is, there is a solid section of metal at 
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the beginning and end of the powder train. The ignition pellet 
(17) of the lower time train ring (8) has been moved in setting the 
fuze, and it is necessary that the powder train (7) of the upper 
time train ring, burn until this pellet is reached by the flame. Then, 
with the ignition of the pellet (17), the powder train (7) of the 
lower or graduated time train ring will begin to burn. When the 
flame reaches ignition pellet (18) in the body (11), the action is as 
previously described. The gases from the powder train (7) escape 
to the atmosphere by means of the vents (15).

e. Percussion action.—The combination feature of this fuze is 
that it will function on impact. In the percussion plunger (14), 
the percussion firing pin (12) is armed by centrifugal force; that 
is, the firing pin is unlocked and revolves to the armed position, so 
that on impact it will function the percussion primer (9). The 
flame from this primer passes through the channel (10) in the body 
to the magazine charge (13), thus firing the shrapnel.

/. General notes.—(1) Every precaution should be taken to keep 
moisture away from this fuze. The fuze is protected by a water
proof cover and the powder trains (7) are covered with waxed 
paper, but short exposure in damp places will allow moisture to 
enter. A piece of felt cloth is on the underside of each powder 
train (7), which prevents the flame from creeping faster than it 
should. If these pieces of felt cloth get wet, the powder will absorb 
some of the moisture, which will greatly alter the time of burning.

(2) When the lower or graduated time train ring (8) is set so 
that the mark “ S ” is in line with the marks on the body and the 
upper time train ring, it is said to be “ safe.” At this setting the 
solid metal section of the upper time train ring is completely cover
ing the ignition pellet (17) in the lower or graduated time train 
ring and the solid metal section of the lower or graduated time train 
ring is completely covering ignition pellet (18) in the body which 
connects with the magazine charge (13). It would be possible for 
both powder trains (7) to burn completely, but no flame could reach 
the ignition pellet (18), and therefore the shrapnel would not ex
plode, except by percussion action. When firing shrapnel for per
cussion action, the fuze should be set at “S.” These fuzes are 
always issued set “safe,” and if not used after making a setting 
they should be reset to “ safe ” again and the safety wire replaced 
before handling.

g. Marking.—This type of fuze may be identified by the follow
ing stamping which appears on the bevel edge of the body:
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(1) 1907M (model, or mark number of fuze).
(2) Lot number.
(3) Initials or symbol of manufacturer.
(4) Month and year of loading.
(5) Some fuzes are also stamped with the drawing and revision 

numbers.
Practically this same stamping also appears on the waterproof 

cover.
Section VI

PRIMER
Paragraph

21-grain percussion primer, Mk. II-A----------------------------------------------------- 19

19. 21-grain percussion primer, Mk. U-A.—a. Type.—The 
155-mm. howitzer uses a percussion primer; that is, the howitzer is 

•INITIALS OF LOADER

YE«n vr uvMUimv

Fig. 16.—21-grain percussion primer, Mk. II-A

1. Percussion cup.
2. Percussion composition.
3. Anvil.
4. Wax.

5. Shellac.
6. Case.
7. Black powder.

fired by the primer being struck by the point of the firing pin of the 
howitzer in a manner similar to the way that a rifle cartridge is 
fired. The primer is called a “21-grain percussion primer (Mk. 
II-A)” because it contains 21 grains of black powder. Figure 16 
shows the 21-grain percussion primer, Mk. II-A.

Z>. Action.—When the firing pin strikes the percussion cup (1) it 
indents the cup and crushes the percussion composition (2) against 
the anvil (3), causing this composition to explode. The flame from 
the explosion of the percussion composition passes through a hole and 
ignites the black powder charge (7) which, in turn, ignites the ig
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niter of the propelling charge. The percussion composition (2) is 
sensitive and care must be taken that the cup (1) is not hit by any 
hard object. A blow simulating that of a firing pin attached to a 
1-pound weight and dropped through a height of 3 inches may 
cause it to function.

c. Marking.—Identification marks are stamped on the bottom of 
the primer case as shown in Figure 16.

d. Shipment.—Primers are shipped packed in waterproof tin 
packing cans, 50 primers to each can. They are affected by moisture, 
and care should be taken that they are kept dry after the can has been 
opened.

Section VII

PROPELLING CHARGE
Paragraph

Propelling charge______________________________________________________ 20
Cartridge bags------- ----------------------------------   21
Type of charge________________________________________________________ 22
Storage________________________________________________________________ 23

20. Propelling charge.—a.. General.—The propelling charge for 
the 155-mm. howitzer is nitrocellulose smokeless powder. A grain 
of powder will burn freely in the open, and has none of the char
acteristics of an explosive until it is confined. If the powder is con
fined in a chamber, the rate of burning is very rapid, as the rate of 
burning increases as the gases are liberated and the pressure in the 
chamber increases.

S. Action.—-/I) The ..pressure of gases from the burning powder 
expels the projectile from the howitzer. If these gases are created 
too rapidly, too much pressure will be developed, and the howitzer 
may burst. On the other hand, if the gases are not generated rap
idly enough, the projectile will leave the muzzle before the powder 
grains are entirely burned, and at a lowered velocity. It is, there
fore, necessary to make the grains of powder of such size that when 
the projectile has reached the muzzle of the howitzer they have com
pletely burned and the pressure will not have exceeded a certain pre
scribed limit. To meet this condition it has been found desirable 
to make the grains of pow’der with a number of holes, or perfora
tions, running lengthwise of the grain. Since the grain is per
forated, it will burn on the inside and outside surfaces at the same 
time, and gas will be created much faster than if the grain were 
solid. The size of the grain for the 155-mm. howitzer is about -ft inch 
in diameter by % inch long, with seven perforations running length
wise of the grain. The color varies from a light brown to a black.
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(2) It is assumed that all the exposed surfaces of the grain of 
powder begin to burn at the same time. Figure 17 shows the end 
view of a typical grain of powder and also the progressive burning 
action until the grain is practically consumed. The dotted lines 
show the original shape of the grain of powder. The small trian
gular sections are called  slivers.” These slivers will burn if the 
powder is properly designed.

44

(3) The maximum allowable pressure in the 155-mm. howitzer is 
30,000 pounds per square inch.

Burning of powder End view of powder before burning
Fig. 17.—Grain of powder

21. Cartridge bags.—a. Use.—Cartridge bags are used with 
separate loading ammunition, forming a suitable and convenient 
means of containing the smokeless powder propelling charge. Two 
classes of cloth are used in the manufacture of cartridge bags, known 
as cartridge-bag cloth and cartridge-igniter cloth. These two classes 
of cloth are both divided into five grades, according to their respec
tive tensile strengths. The grades are lettered A” to  E,”  A” 
being the strongest grade and  E ” the weakest. For the 155-mm. 
howitzer grade  E ” of both classes of cloth is ordinarily used, 
since the bags are relatively small in size.

44 44 44
44

44

b. Cartridge-bag cloth.—Cartridge-bag cloth is made of pure silk, 
wool, or mohair, raw silk having been found to be the most practical 
material. This cloth is used in the manufacture of all components of 
the bags, except those components containing the black igniting 
powder. It is necessary that the cartridge-bag cloth have sufficient 
strength to withstand service conditions and at the same time it must 
be entirely consumed during combustion of the propelling charge.

c. Cartridge-igniter cloth.—Cartridge-igniter cloth is made of pure 
silk and has properties similar to cartridge-bag cloth, but is more 
closely woven to prevent the igniting powder from sifting through 
the cloth. All igniters used with cartridge bags are manufactured 
from cartridge-igniter cloth. In order to avoid any possibility of 
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error and to clearly indicate that they contain black powder, all 
igniters are dyed bright red.

22. Type of charge.—a. Description.—(1) The cartridge bags 
containing the propelling charge for 155-mm. howitzers are known 
as the “ base and increment type,” in that they consist of a base sec
tion and six increment sections, permitting seven zones of fire. The 
base section, or zone 1, contains an igniter pad holding 3 ounces of 
black igniting powder. This igniter pad forms the rear end of the 
base section. Four tying straps are sewed to the base section, by 
means of which the increment sections are attached to the base sec
tion, thus forming a unit of the propelling charge. The full charge 
is shown in Figure 18.

(2) When it is desired to use other than the full charge, the tying 
straps are untied, the required number of increments are removed 
and the tying straps again tied over the remaining increments. The 
entire charge consisting of the base section and the six increment 
sections constitutes zone 7. Removing the top increment section 
forms zone 6 and so on until all increment sections are removed, 
when the base section only remains, which is zone 1. The tops of 
the bags are stenciled to show the zone number, thus the zone of 
any charge may readily be determined by reading the zone number 
stenciled on the topmost bag.

(3) The weight of powder and pressures given vary slightly with 
different lots of powder, since the powder charge is so adjusted as to 
give the specified muzzle velocity. The weight of powder used in the 
different bags, together with the velocity and pressure obtained at 
the various zones, is as follows:

Weight of charge in 
top increments

Total weight of 
charge (less 3 ounce 

igniter)
Pressure VelocityZone

1________ Pounds Ounces Pounds 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
6 
7

Ounces
3

10
3

14
13
10 
10*4

(Pounds per 
square inch) 

6,400 
7,500 
9,150

11,500 
14,750 
24,750 
29,150

Feet per 
second 

679- 
741 
831 
938.

1,082 
1,357 
1,476

2......  ..... ...... ... 7
9

11
15
13

%

a_________
5________6 . - 1

17.............. ...........

&. Marking.—(1) The base section is stenciled on the rear end 
with the words “igniting powder” and on the front end with the 
words “ 155-MM. HOWITZER—ZONE 1—BASE.”

(2) The increment sections are stenciled on one end with the 
words “ 155-mm. howitzer—zone (followed by the zone number)— 
INCREMENT.”
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(3) Each charge has a tag attached to it, usually tied to one of 
the tying straps, containing the following information:

(a) Name of loading plant.
(5) Date loaded (day, month, and year).
(c) Caliber and model of howitzer.
(d) Weight of projectile.
(e) Powder lot number.
(/) Name of manufacturer of powder.
(<?) Size and model of gun or howitzer for which the powder 

was made in case of a lot of powder being used in a 
different gun or howitzer from the one for which it 
was originally intended.

(A) Weight of charge in all zones of the complete charge,, 
weight of igniter and total velocity and pressure ob
tained with each zone.

(4) Before inserting the charge in the gun, this tag is to be 
removed.

c. Primer protector cap.—(1) In order to protect the igniting 
charge of black powder in the rear end of the charge, a “primer 
protector cap ” is furnished. This consists of a cup shaped cloth, 
cover, about 5 inches deep which fits over the rear end of the charge 
and is fastened to the charge by means of a draw string. The 
primer projector cap is made of heavy cloth with a disk of felt 
sewed on the inside of the bottom. A cloth handle is sewed oil 
the outside of the bottom, to facilitate the. removal of the primer 
protector cap. The primer protector cap must be removed from, 
the charge before loading the charge in the gun. Stenciled on the 
bottom of the primer protector cap are the words “ remove cap- 
before inserting in gun.” In cases where more than one charge 
is packed in a container, such as is usually the case with 155-mm. 
howitzer charges, the bottom charge in the container only is fitted, 
with a primer protector cap.

(2) Most charges in service will be found to be fitted with primer 
protector caps of the type used during the World War. This con
sisted of a heavy paper bag about 6 inches deep, with a disk of felt 
in the bottom. This bag was placed over the rear end of the charge 
in the same manner as the new cloth type primer protector caps.

23. Storage.—All propelling charges are stored and shipped in 
cartridge storage cases. A full description of the cartridge storage 
cases, their markings and the method of their shipment is contained 
in paragraph 26.
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Section VIII

PACKING
Paragraph

Projectiles_____________________________________________________________ 24
Packing boxes for fuzes______________________________________________ 25
Cartridge storage cases______________________________________________ 26
Packing boxes for primers___________________________________________ 27

24. Projectiles.—a. High-explosive shell.— (1) The high-explo
sive shell, Aiks. I and IV, are shipped without being crated or 
boxed. An eyebolt lifting plug or adapter plug is fitted in the fuze 
seat in the adapter of these shell to facilitate handling and to protect 
the fuze seat. The rotating band is protected by a rope grommet, 
as shown in Figure 19. These shell must be firmly secured against 
movement for transportation.

Fig. 19.—Rope grommet

(2 ) Figure 20 shows a satisfactory method of packing these shell 
in freight cars for shipment. In this method of shipment the 
shell should preferably be stood on their bases and they must 
be properly braced to prevent excessive movement. Rows of shell 
should be separated by pieces of board to prevent the rotating band 
from being damaged should the rope grommet slip out of place. If 
the shell are shipped on their sides, they must be separated by pieces 
of board, so as to prevent them coming in contact with each other.

&. Chemical shelly Mk. II. and shrapnel Mk. I.— (1) Chemical 
shell, Aik. II, and shrapnel Mk. I are packed in wooden boxes for 
shipment, two projectiles in each box. The packing box for chemi
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cal shell measures approximately 14% inches wide, 9% inches high, 
and 28% inches long. The packing box for shrapnel measures 
approximately 14% inches wide, 7% inches high, and 23^V inches 
long. The total weights for the boxed chemical shell and shrapnel 
are about 219 pounds and 216 pounds, respectively.

(2) The system of marking packing boxes for Mk. II chemical 
shell was changed when the system of marking the chemical shell 
was changed. The old marking system is shown in Figures 21 and 
22 and the new marking system is shown in Figures 21 and 23.

(3) The marking which appears on the packing box for the 
Mk. I shrapnel is shown in Figures 21 and 24.

25. Packing boxes for fuzes.—a. Type,—The poipt detonating 
fuzes, Mk. Ill and Mk. IV, are never assembled in projectiles for 
shipment. They are shipped in separate metal-lined wooden boxes. 
The fuzes are packed in trays which prevent excessive movement in 
shipment. There are 50 Mk. Ill or 100 Mk. IV fuzes in a box. The 
exterior dimensions of the box are exactly the same for both fuzes, 
the difference being in the tray. The cover is hinged and is held 
in place by two thumb nuts. A wire is tacked to the lid and to the 
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side of the box and sealed, thus preventing tampering with the con
tents of the box without destroying the seal. The marking on this 
packing box is shown in Figures 21 and 25.

3

2

us.

-Z04 LBS.
/Z CU.FT.

4

5-
Fig. 21.—Address side for all packing boxes

•6

1. Number of shipping ticket. 4. Gross weight, in pounds.
2. Designation and address of consignee (as 5 Cubic displacement, in cubic feet, 

shown on shipping instructions). 6. Ammunition lot number.
3. Consignor. 7. To indicate United States property.

Note.—Shipping officer may omit 2 and 3 in carload shipments.

&. Metal lining.—The boxes have a metal lining which makes them 
waterproof, this lining being a complete box in itself. The cover 
is secured by a soldering strip which must be entirely removed be
fore removing the cover. After the fuzes have been packed in the 
lining and the cover soldered on, the lining is tested for leaks by 
applying an air pressure of 4 pounds per square inch through the 
hole in the cover. Leaks are indicated by an air pressure gauge. 
After satisfactorily passing this test, the test hole is soldered over. 
If a box of fuzes is opened and for any reason part of the fuzes only 
are used during the season, the tin strip should not be resoldered, but 
the wood cover should be securely fastened in place and the box 
appropriately marked so that the remaining fuzes may be used at 
the first opportunity.

<?. Size and weight.—The outside dimensions of the wooden box 
are as follows: 9% inches by 8% inches by 17U inches. It occupies 
about 0.9 cubic foot of space. The total weight packed with the 
Mk. Ill fuzes is about 80 pounds and with Mk. IV fuzes about 70 
pounds.
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Fig. 22.—Packing box for 155-mm. chemical shell separate loading ammunition for how
itzer. (Old system.)

1. Ammunition lot number.
2. Number, type, and mark number of 

shell and condition.
3. Statement of fuze to be used.
4. Weight zone marks.
5. Colored stripes on blue-gray background 

to designate type of chemical filler in 
shell.

Fig. 23.—Packing box for 155-mm. chemical shell separate loading ammunition for how
itzer. (New system.)

1. Ammunition lot number. <5. Symbol of ammunition in box.
2. Number, type, and mark number of 

shell and condition.
3. Statement of fuze to be used.
4. Weight zone marks.
5. Colored bands and symbol and type of 

shell filler on blue-gray background— 
one green band denotes nonpersistent 
gas; two green bands denote persist
ent gas; one yellow band denotes
smoke (phosphorus).

6. Symbol of ammunition in box.
7. Ordnance insignia.
8. Month and year of packing.
9. To comply with I. C. C. regulations.

10. Caliber and type of cannon.
11. Number, type, and mark number of shell.
12. Inspector’s stamp.
13. Name of place where packed.

7. Ordnance insignia.
8. Month and year of packing.
9. To comply with I. C. C. regulations.

10. Caliber and type of cannon.
11. Number, type, and mark number of 

shell.
12. Inspector’s stamp.
13. Name of place where packed.
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Pig. 24.—Packing box for 15-mm. shrapnel separate loading ammunition for howitzer and 
gun

1. Ammunition lot number.
2. Number, mark number, and condition 

of shrapnel.
3. Statement of fuze used.
5. Ordnance insignia.
6. Symbol of ammunition in box.

7. Caliber and type of cannon.
8. Month and year of packing.
9. Number and mark number of shrapnel.

10. Inspector’s stamp.
11. Name of place where packed.
12. To comply with I. C. C. regulations.

26. Cartridge storage cases.—a. Purpose,—The storage of the 
propelling charge is important and since moisture affects the smoke
less powder, all charges are packed in waterproof containers, known 
as 44 cartridge storage cases.” Two types of cartridge storage cases 
are in service, one made of fiber and one made of metal. Both types 
contain two propelling charges each.

Z>. Fiber cartridge storage case,— (1) The fiber cartridge storage 
case consists of a cylindrical tube made of several plies of fiber, 
thoroughly cemented together and waterproofed. A metal cover 
is crimped over each end of the fiber tube. This container is 
approximately 6% inches in diameter by approximately 25T% inches 
long. After the charges have been packed in the cartridge storage 
case, and the metal cover crimped in place, the cartridge storage case 
is tested for leaks by applying an internal air pressure of 2 pounds 
per square inch, through the testing connection in the top cover. 
Leaks are indicated by an air pressure gauge. After satisfactorily 
passing this test, the testing connection is sealed by means of a screw 
plug, the threads of which are coated with red lead or other sealing 
compound. To remove the charges the metal cover must be torn off, 
thus rendering the cartridge storage case unserviceable for further 
use.
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(2) The bottom metal end has the following information stamped 
into it:

(a) Caliber and name of howitzer.
(Z>) Weight of projectile for which the propelling charge is 

intended.
(c) The initials of the manufacturer and year of manufacture.
(d) “ Open opposite end.”

Fig. 25.—Packing box for point detonating fuze
1. Name of place where packed.
2. Inspector’s stamp.
3. Quantity and kind of fuze.
4. Mark number and type of fuze.
5. Lot number.

6. Month and year of packing.
7. Seal.
8. To comply with I. C. 0. regulations.
9. Ordnance insignia.

Note.—Both ends of box are marked alike. For marking on side not shown (address 
side) see Figure 21.

(3) Each container is also stenciled on the outside wall or has a 
printed tag glued to the wall, with the following information:

(a) Name of loading plant.
(&) Date loaded, day, month, and year.
(c) Number of propelling charges contained.
(d) Caliber and model of howitzer.
(e) Weight of projectile.
(/) Name of powder manufacturer.
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(</) Powder lot number and size and model of gun or how
itzer for which the powder was made, in case of a lot of 
powder being used in a different gun from the one for 
which it was originally intended.

(4) The propelling charge is held in the fiber container to pre
vent excessive movement by means of a disk of heavy cardboard 
placed on top of the charge and on top of this disk is placed a tri
angular shaped spacer made of this same heavy cardboard, of a 
length sufficient to take up the space between the cardboard disk on 
top of the charge and the top end of the cartridge storage case.

(5) Fiber cartridge storage cases are shipped in wooden boxes, 
six cases being packed in each box. This box is approximately 30.75 
inches long, 22.25 inches wide and 15.5 inches high, and is fitted with 
a rope handle at each end. The inside of the box is lined with a 
heavy waterproof paper bag, which is sealed with a waterproof 
cement after the fiber cartridge storage cases are packed. Sheets of 
heavy cardboard are placed inside the waterproof paper lining to 
take up any lengthwise motion of the cases. These boxes are sten
ciled on both ends and one side with the same information that 
appears on the cartridge storage case, described in (3) above.

c. Metal cartridge storage case.—(1) The cartridge storage case 
Mk. I is made of metal and is shown in Figure 26. This is a non
expendable item whereas the fiber cartridge storage case can be used 
but once. It is approximately of the same dimensions as the fiber 
cartridge storage case. It is made of heavy gauge sheet steel, the 
seam in the body and the joint where the bottom attaches to the 
body being welded. The cover (2) is clamped to the body (4) by a 
clamping spider (1), the hooked ends of which engage under the 
flange at the mouth of the cover. The cover is sealed to the body 
against the entrance of moisture by a rubber gasket (3). The clamp 
screw (7) is used to compress the rubber gasket between the cover 
and the body, thus insuring an air-tight seal. This rubber gasket 
should be examined frequently and it should be replaced by a fresh 
rubber gasket when it has stretched or dried out to such an extent 
as to render leakage possible. To remove the charges, it is necessary 
to break the wire seal (5) between the clamp screw and the clamping 
spider, and to unscrew the clamp screw until the clamping spider is 
free to slide off, which will permit the cover to be removed.

(2) After the charges have been packed in this metal cartridge 
storage case and the cover clamped in place, the cartridge storage 
case is tested for leaks, by applying an internal air pressure of 5 
pounds per square inch through the test hole in the cover. Leaks
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1. Clamping spider.
2. Cover.
3. Rubber gasket.
4. Body.

5. Seal.
6. Wooden shipping cover.
7. Clamp screw.
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are indicated by an air-pressure gauge. After satisfactorily passing 
this test, a pipe plug is screwed into the test hole to seal it.

(3) The body is embossed with the following information:
(«) C. S. C. Mk. I (cartridge storage case Mk. I).
(5) Initials or symbol of manufacturer.
(<?) 155-mm. howitzer.

(4) The cover and clamping spider are embossed with the follow
ing information:

(a) C. S. C. Mk. I (cartridge storage case Mk. I).
(Z>) Initials or symbol of manufacturer.

(5) The clamp screw is embossed as follows: C. S. C. Mk. I (car
tridge storage case Mk. I).

Fig. 27.—Packing can for 21-grain percussion primers, Mk. II-A

(6) Metal cartridge storage cases are painted battleship gray. 
Besides the marking mentioned in (3), (4), and (5) above, they 
are stenciled with the same information as on the fiber cartridge 
storage cases, described in S(3) above. Since the metal cartridge 
storage cases are not boxed for shipment, they are also stenciled with 
shipping instructions. In shipment, for the purpose of protecting 
the cover end of the cartridge storage case, this end is fitted with a 
wooden shipping cover (6).

(7) The propelling charge is held in the metal cartridge storage 
case to prevent movement of the charge in the same manner as that 
described for the fiber cartridge storage case in b (4) above.
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27. Packing boxes for primers.—Twenty-one-grain percussion 
primers, Aik. II-A, are packed in waterproof metal cans containing 
50 primers. The primers are held in position by means of cardboard 
separators. These cans are about 5.7 inches long, 3 inches wide, and 
2 inches high. The covers of these cans are secured in place by means 
of soldering strips. The marking on the packing cans is shown in 
Figure 27. The packing cans are packed in wrooden packing boxes 
for quantity shipment. The standard wooden box contains 48 pack
ing cans and 2,400 primers. This box is approximately 26% inches 
long, 10% inches wide, and 9% inches deep. It occupies about 1.57 
cubic feet of space and weighs about 85 pounds. Primers must 
always be stored in a dry place, as excessive moisture may cause them 
to fail to function.

[A. G. 062.12 (6-24-26).]

By order of the Secretary of War :
C. P. SUMMERALL,

'Major General.
Chief of Staff.

Official :
LUTZ WAHL,

Major General,
The Adjutant General.

ADDITIONAL COPIES
OF THIS PUBLICATION MAY BE PROCURED FROM 

THE SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS
U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 

WASHINGTON, D. C.
AT

10 CENTS PER COPY
V
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♦MOBILE ARTILLERY AMMUNITION
AMMUNITION FOR 155-MM. HOWITZERS, M1917 (FRENCH) AND 

M1918 (AMERICAN)

Changes 1 WAR DEPARTMENT,
No. 1 j Washington, January 2, 1931.

TR 1355-155A, November 23, 1927, is changed as follows:
2. References.

* * * * * ♦ ♦
5. Proper nomenclature for ammunition described herein is given 

in the following Standard Nomenclature Lists:
5. N. L.

No. Title
R-2. Projectiles and Propelling Charges, All Types, Separate Loading, for 

Medium Field Artillery.
R-3. Service Fuzes and Primers for Pack, Light, and Medium Field 

Artillery.
R-6. Ammunition Instruction Material for Pack, Light, and Medium 

Field Artillery.

This nomenclature is mandatory and will be used in all requisitions.* ♦ *****
[A. G. 062.12 (4-8-30).] (1930.)

4. Types of ammunition.—a. Characteristics.—Three general 
types of ammunition are provided, as follows: High-explosive shell 
ammunition, chemical shell ammunition, and shrapnel ammunition. 
A subcaliber gun is provided for these howitzers, the ammunition 
for which is described in TR 1370-C. Drill projectiles and drill 
cartridges are also provided, this ammunition being described in 
TR 1370-D.

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ * *
[A. G. 062.12 (4-8-30).] (1930.)

11. Shrapnel, Mk. I.—a. General remarks.—This is the only 
projectile that may be fired interchangeably in either the 155-mm. 
gun or 155-mm. howitzer. It is fitted with a rotating band approxi
mately 1-25 inches wide. The Mk. I shrapnel is issued with the 
45-second combination fuze, M1907M, assembled in place, the fuze 
being set at safe. Great care should be taken to keep the shrapnel 
in a dry condition.

* * * * * * »
[A. G. 062.12 (4-8-30).] (1930.)

By order of the Secretary of War:
DOUGLAS MacARTHUR,

Official : General,
C. H. BRIDGES, Chief of Staff.

Major General,
The Adjutant General.
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AMMUNITION FOR 155-MM. HOWITZERS, M1917 (FRENCH) AND 
M1918 (AMERICAN)

Changes 1 WAR DEPARTMENT,
No. 2 J Washington, January 2, 1932.

TR 1355-155A, November 23, 1927, is changed as follows:
17. Point detonating fuze, Mk. IV.
***** * *

d. General information.—A high percentage of the duds ob
tained when using the Mk. IV fuze was found to be due to 
the unscrewing of the fuze in flight. To remedy this defect 
a rubber washer under the detonator socket flange instead 
of a felt washer was prescribed. Later tests proved that the 
felt washer is fully as satisfactory as the rubber washer 
when the fuze is securely seated. To seat the fuze securely, 
fuze wrench, Ml, included in 155-mm. howitzer and car
riage accessories, should be used as sufficient pressure can 
not be applied by gripping the fuze with the hand. The 
issue of the rubber washer has been discontinued.
***** *

[A. G. 062.12 (8-29-31).] (1931.)

By order of the Secretary of War :
DOUGLAS MacARTHUR,

General, 
Ghief of Staff.

Official :
C. H. BRIDGES,

Major General,
The Adjutant General.
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